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ELECTRON TRIPLET PRODUCTION ZN HYDROGEN 

J. D. Anderson,
5 
 D. C. Gates. 

* T.  L. Jenkins, 
R. W. Kenney,C. A. McDorld, .Tr.,tand 

W. P. Swanson 

INTRODUCTION 

In 1933. Perrin' suggested that an electron pair can be formed in the 
Coulomb field of an electron by a photon whose energy is greater than 4 mc2. 
The final state Is a "triplet" of electrons; the momentum taken up by the parent 
electron in the production process allows it to be observed under suitable con-
ditions. The parent electron is defined as the recoil electron. I. e. • the less 
energetic of the negatrons. This electromagnetic process, similar to electron... 
pair prodiction in the nuclear Coulomb field, has been studied by several oh-
servers, and the experiment reported here extends these measurements to the 
highest available energy from the 340-Mev Berkeley synchrotron. 

The total cress section for triplet production has been calcula,ed in 
various appioximation. by Wheeler and Lamb 3, Wtson4, Borsellino7  
Nemirov.ky°, and Vetrubal. Joseph and Rehrlich° have reviewed the present 
state of the theory and have included an extensive bibliography. There are no 
available calculation, of either the momentum (for PR  >mc)or angular distri-
buttons of the recoil electron. However, lost, L.uttinger, and Sletnick 9  have 
worked out similar distributions for the recoiling proton in the case of ordinary 
electron-pair production in hydrogen. Our recoil distributions are in qualitative 
agreement with this work and our total crosesection data are consistent with 
the calculation, of Watson. 4  

EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT 

The experimental arrangement is shown In Fig. 1. A 4-inch hydrogen 
bubble chamber was situated in the synchrotron bremistrablung beam. The 

1 beam was collimated to 1/8 inch diameter 57 inches from the 20-mU Pt inteznal 
target and then passed through a 6 -foot LW beam hardener. The function of the 
LW was to absorb selectively the very-low-energy phOtoul In the bremsstrablung 
spectrum and therefore to reduce the number of background Cempton recoils in 
the bubble chamber. The photon beam was then zecollimated, cleared óf crged 
paiticles by a 10-kilogauss magnetic field, and finally passed into the bubble 
chamber through a 7.5-mU mylar window. A 10-kilogauss pulsed magnetic field 
was applied to the bubble chamber by Helmholtz coils, which were placed directly 
outside the chamber volume and were powered by a condenser bank and thyratron 
switching circuit. 

fiadiation Laboratory. University of California, Livermore, California 
Radiation Laboratory. University of California, Berkeley. California 
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• 	 . 	 tr ANALYSIS Or DATA 

Preliminary scanning of the tUrn was done on a. stereoscopic viewer. 
Frames that contained excessive background or were Otherwise obscured were 
omitted from the analysis. By reconstruction of the geometry of the events 
from itereo.coptc photographs, the angles of the triplet fragments were deter.-. 
mined and their momenta found from their ranges or curvatures in the magnetic 
field. Recoil electrons with momenta greater than about 0.1 Mev/c left detect 

• • able tracks in the bubble chamber. A total of 1105 triplet. and 177 pairs wai 
analyzed. Measurement, are being continued on the pair event.. 	. 

The photon spectrum incident on the bubble chamber. was calculated by 
using the Bethe-Heitler bremastrahlung spectrum for lead. 10  corrected for ab- : 

• 

	

	sorption Of the beam due to pair and triplet production and the Compton and 
photoelectric etfecte in the LLH beam hardener.  

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 	. 
• 

Figure 2 shows the, ratio +t'(epparent)/+  (apparent) for various photon 
energy intervals, wbere 4% (apparent) and 4 (apparent) are the cross sectioni 

• 	for eventá Identified as trIplet., and for 'eveüts *bicb' appear to be pairs, re 
• 	spectively. Therefore $,, (apparent) accounti for an real pairs as well to for 

• 	those triplets which are Indistinguishable from pair, in this experiment. It is. 
• 	seen that the relative number of triplets with visible recoil momenta decreaise 

with increasing photon energy. This I. in qualitative agreement with the results 
• of Jost, Luttinger, and $lotnlck9 for recoiling protons. Also shown is Watson'. 

curve of (4% (k)/4 (k)) vs k, where 4% (k) and $ (k) are the true unscreened trip. 
let and pair croeb sections, respectively. 4 A comparison give, an approximate 
indication of the detectton efficiency of the bubble chamber. 

The preliminary values for (4t + + ) and 4% (apparent) were normalized by 
assuming the values for (4 %  + +) at low elergy (below 150 Mev) to have the same 
k'deendence an twice the BetheoHettler unacreened pair-production erase see- 

1 The constant term in the BetheHeitier formula was adjusted to fit the 
experimental point for (4% + ) of Anderson at .1 at 319 Mev. 12  after this value 
had been corrected to give the unacreened croSs aection. Experimental values 
for 4% v(re then obtained by subtracting the Bethe -Heitler unscreened pair cross 
sectionA a from the normalized values of (4% +$p). The uncertainties shown in 
Fig. 3 are standard statietical counting errors due principally to the srnaU staa. 
tiatical sample of electron pairs used, and include neither the uncertainty in 'the 
photon spectrum nor the árrOr in normaliaation. 

At this stage of the experiment, the data are in satisfActory agreement 
• with the unecreened triplet calculations of Watson. 4  Additional scanning for 

electron pairs is in progress in order to reduce the, over-all uncertainty in the 
measured total triplet cross section. Further running with the bubble chamber 
will be undertaken in order to decrease the statistical errors. An Improved 
photon-monitoring system will be employed which will remove the dependence of 
the abaolute values Of the cross sections upon subsidiary experimental value S for 
4% (k) + W. In order to check the proposed monitoring sisten,  plans have 
been made to measure the total absorption of high-energy photOns in a long liqa 
uld hydrogen trget by a tranlmippion-type experiments By iubtraction of the 

• Xlein_Nleldnal 3  and photomeaon crosg sections from the transmission cross 
section, a value for 4% (Ii) + 4(k) will be obtained for comparison. 
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Distributions in momentum and angle of the recoil electron are shown in 
Figs1 4 and S. There Is no theory predicting these electron distributions for, the• 
momentum range of thit experiment, hilt the data are in qualitative agreement 
with the .To.t. Luttinger, and Slotnick diltributions for proton recQil in ordinary 
pair production in hydrogen. 9  The relative shapes of both curves are inaensi'. 
tive to photon energy so that in both cases data for all photon energies have been 
included on one curve. In the region abpve PB,  0.5 Mev/c, the dilferential 
cross section is proportional to 	0.4cr, where PR is the recoil electron 
momentum. The differential cross section In Fig. 5 passes through a maximum 
near 550 and falls to a mmeU value at 900. The recoil angle OR kinematically 
cannot be larger than ir/Z and the eventS with larger angles are probably due to 
.cattertng of the recoil electron very dose to the origin of the triplet event. 
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Fig. Z. Apparent triptet-to-pai ratio vs photon 
etergy. The theorebcal cirve is that by 
Waton. The expErhnentLl points depart 
rnar1edty from theory because triplet eventb 
with too short a recoil to be seen occur more 
freentIy with i.ccreasing photon energy. 
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FIg. 3. Trlplet-pro4uctlOn cross éectiôn ot as 
a function of photon energy k The apparent 
cross sectton is only for events with recoils 
of sufficient energy to be seen in the bubble 
chamber The experimental cross section 
is the measured total cross section for pair 
and triplet prqcuction with the theoretical 
Bethe -Heitier unscreened pair product*Ou 
cross Section subtracted The theoeticai 
curve is Watson's curve 4  for 4t(l)/4,(k) 
multiplied by the theoretical Bethe-ieit1er 1  
unsciëened pair, production cross sectiOn. H 1 . 
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Fig 5 Distribution in angle of the recoil electron 
for all events Events with 0R > ir/Z are due 
to scattering s too near the origin to be ob- 
served. 
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